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(54) Title: OPEN STATOR AXIAL FLUX ELECTRIC MOTOR

(57) Abstract

An open stator axial flux electric motor is disclosed. The motor has an open stator having two spaced insulating supports (60, 61)
with a slot (62, 63) extending from a periphery of each of the supports (60, 61) to an inner location. A plurality of poles (20-36) extend
between the supports (60, 61) and are secured to them and the stator has either distributed winding or salient phase pole windings associated
with at least some of the poles with an opening between adjacent poles in the regions of the slots (62, 63) in the supports (60, 61). The
motor has a rotor (64) with a shaft (69) extending through the slots (62, 63) and at right angles to the supports (60, 61). Two spaced rotor

discs are present on the shaft and are located either side of the stator. Each disc (65, 66) is made of a magnetically permeable material
and has either an inner face of electrically conducive material (67, 68) or an inner face with conducive paths (74, 75, 76) which function
as rotor windings.
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TITLE

"OPEN STATOR AXIAL FLUX ELECTRIC MOTOR"

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

THIS INVENTION relates to an electric machine.

5 in particular, the invention concerns an open stator

axial flux electric (OSAF) motor.

The invention will be described by way of

example with reference to a preferred application or use

of the motor. This preferred use or application employs

0 the motor of the invention as a traction motor for

driving a railway bogie. It should be appreciated that

this is by way of example only and that the motor of the

invention may be employed in other applications and for

other purposes.

5 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Traction motors for rail bogies in recent times

typically are three phase asynchronous motors powered by

an inverter controlled bridge providing a three phase AC

voltage of about 750 to 2000 VAC depending upon the

;0 particular traction system used.

Such traction motors have a stator and a rotor

with the rotor operating at relatively high speeds.

Electronic converters/inverters (e.g. pulse

width modulation) are used to develop the variable

25 frequency traction drive three phase supply to power and

control the motor. The motor is typically of a squirrel

cage design. The high speed range is necessary to take

advantage of the high torque characteristic at high

rotational speed of conventional three phase machines.

30 High motor speed over 4000 rpm and up to 6500

rpm requires special bearing design and lubrication

attention for heavy engineering, marine and traction

applications. Difficulties arise with low starting

speed, lubricant film levels and over-lubrication and

35 heating at the high speed. Shorter bearing life and

shorter maintenance periods for bearing lubrication are a

reality.
High motor speed requires expensive drive tram
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and gear box design* It is time consuming and expensive

to change an element of a drive system e.g. wheel or

motor in a rail traction system

•

Traction motor construction is such that there

5 is no stator case or housing and the stator laminations

form the body of the motor. A catastrophic rotor failure

or a stator winding failure may require complete

replacement of the motor,

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

10 It is an object of the invention to provide an

improved electric motor for use as a drive system, e.g. a

traction motor for railway bogies.

According to one aspect the invention provides

an open stator axial flux electric motor including:

15 an open stator including two spaced insulating

supports with a slot extending from a periphery of each

of the supports to an inner location thereof, a plurality

of poles with pole pieces extending between the supports

and secured thereto, the pole pieces being made of

20 magnetically permeable material and arranged along a

circular path around the supports, the stator having

either distributed windings or salient phase pole

windings associated with at least some of the pole pieces

with an opening between adjacent pole pieces in the

25 region of the slots in the supports;

a rotor having a shaft locatable in and

extending through the slots and extending at right angles

to the supports, two spaced rotor discs on the shaft with

a respective said disc located on the shaft and either

30 side of the stator, each disc being constructed of

magnetically permeable material and having either an

inner face of electrically conductive material or an

inner face with conductive paths providing rotor

windings, the shaft being supported for rotation relative

35 to the rotor*

The shaft which forms part of the rotor is

preferably made from a non-magnetically permeable

material. In this way the flux linkage paths from one of
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3

"the rotor discs to the other of the rotor discs are

minimised and the magnetic paths are contained within the

discs and the stator poles. Fringing and losses may be

5 embodiment the shaft is made from an austenitic stainless

steel although other non-rnagnetically permeable materials

may also be used e.g. the relative permittivity of about

1.03 for austenitic stainless steel is particularly

preferred.

10 As mentioned , the rotor discs may have an inner

electrically conductive layer or have an inner face

capable of providing conductive paths to form rotor

windings. A particular preferred conductive layer may be

provided by forming each disc of magnetically permeable

15 material faced with a sheet of copper on an inner face

thereof. The discs may be made of cast steel and the

copper layer may be of a thickness of between 1 to 6 mm

although other suitable thicknesses are not excluded.

The copper layer may be secured in place in any suitable

20 fashion such as for example by silver solder or T.I.G.

welding, or in fact the layer itself may be manufactured

by using continuous T.I.G. welding in a spiral and then

machining the weld to provide a flat surface.

25 is referred to as being copper , other electrically

conductive metals such as aluminium may also be used.

electrically conductive material on the inner face of the

rotor discs to form the rotor windings, the following

30 configurations may be adopted. The inner face of the

discs ma: J© provided by a radially inner and a radially

outer conductive shorting rings of electrically

conductive material provided on the inner face of the

rotor discs with substantially radially extending

35 electrically conductive bars extending between the

shorting rings. Such a configuration may be thought of

as being analogous in function and purpose to a squirrel

cage rotor construction employed in a typical squirrel

reduced by such a choice of shaft material. In one

Although the conductive layer mentioned above

As an alternative to providing a layer of
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cage induction machine. If desired, the radially
extending bars may either extend exactly radially of the
discs or may be skewed to that radial direction to
reduce torque pulsation in use.

The open stator, as mentioned, has poles
provided by pole pieces either having distributed
windings or salient pole windings. The motor of the
invention may have three pole phase groups as a minimum
although a greater number is preferred. The number of
pole phase groups employed may either be even or uneven.
The term "open stator" denotes the fact that there are no
poles in a sector of the circular path about which the
poles are located. This fact together with the provision
of a slot in each of the supports for the poles enables

15 the rotor shaft to be received and located within the
slots provided in the supports and within the open sector
during operation of the motor. Likewise, the rotor is
readily separable from the stator and can readily be
removed from the stator if required.

Preferably there are more than three pole phase
groups. in one embodiment a six pole motor is preferred
although a seven pole motor is particularly preferred.

Each individual coil pole of a phase group
includes a pole piece of magnetically permeable material.

25 it is preferred that the pole pieces be substantially
wedge shaped and made of a plurality of pieces laminated
to each other. However laminated rectangular pole pieces
may be used for complex distributed windings. By having
the poles made of laminations eddy current losses may be

30 reduced. The poles are preferably made of laminated
silicon steel pieces or wedges.

It is not necessary that all poles be excited.
Thus, the poles immediately adjacent the vacant sector
need not be excited. As mentioned, the windings may
either be distributed windings or salient pole windings
with any unexcited poles being located adjacent the open
ends of the stator. It is preferred that the number of
windings be present in multiples of three. For example
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5

the number of windings may comprise a six pole stator

with four phase groups, a seven pole stator with five

phase groups or any other suitable configuration* It is

particularly preferred that an odd number of poles be

5 employed and that the pole pieces adjacent the open

sector be unexcited.

The pole pieces are preferably longer than the

coils are high* This enables the pole pieces to be more

easily secured to the supports. One way of securing the

10 pole pieces to the supports is to provide the supports

with wedge shaped apertures into which ends of the pole

pieces may project and the pole pieces may be clamped

between the two supports.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

15 Preferred embodiments of the invention will now

be described with reference to the drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a pole piece

according to an embodiment of the invention;

Figure 2 is a perspective view of the pole

20 piece of Figure 1 with a salient pole winding;

Figure 3 is a perspective view of a plurality

of pole pieces showing the configuration adopted for an

open stator axial flux motor having seven pole groups of

three phases ( five active poles )

;

25 Figure 4 is a perspective view of the pole

pieces of Figure 3 secured to supports;

Figure 5 is a perspective view of a rotor

according to a preferred embodiment of the invention;

Figure 6 is a perspective view of a rotor

30 according to another embodiment of the invention;

Figure 7 is a winding diagram for a salient

pole OSAF motor according to an embodiment of the

invention;

Figure 8 is a winding diagram for a distributed

35 pole OSAF motor according to an embodiment of the

invention;

Figure 9 is an elevational view of a railway

bogie incorporating a motor according to an embodiment of
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•the invention; and

Figure 10 is a plan view of the bogie shown in

Figure 9.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

5 Figure 1 shows a preferred construction of a

wedge shaped pole piece 10. The pole piece is comprised

of laminations 11 to 18 and as a compromise, these

laminations are plate like in configuration to provide an

approximation to a wedge shape,

10 Figure 2 shows the pole piece 10 with a salient

pole winding 19 extending around it. The pole piece 10

extends a short distance beyond opposed ends of the

winding 19 for reasons explained below.

Figure 3 shows the manner in which a plurality

15 of pole pieces 20 to 36 are arranged around a circular

path with an open sector 37 to provide a seven pole motor

having five active coil phase groups. Pole pieces 20 and

36 adjacent the open sector 37 are unexcited and salient

pole windings 38 to 52 are associated with pole pieces 21

20 to 35 respectively. Thus, the number of salient wound

coils are a multiple of three. The salient pole windings

employ a three phase driving current to develop a

rotating magnetic field.

A study conducted of anticipated magnetic main

25 (useful) and leakage flux paths for a six pole OSAF motor

(i.e. four active coil phase groups) and a seven pole

OSAF motor (i.e. five active coil phase groups) has been

carried out to determine whether an odd or even number of

phase coil should be used and to establish the losses due

30 to the open stator configuration. This study revealed

that , as expected , leakage flux path losses were high in

the open ends as the phase coil polarity was opposite on

each of the open stator ends in a six pole OSAF motor.

Similarly losses occurred due to the magnetic bridge

35 formed by the rotor shaft if made of ferromagnetic

material . Normal fringing losses occur on the outer disc

edges and between the phase coils.

By employing an odd number of poles for the
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,tator coil phase groups adjacent: the opening m

open stator tne con v » reduces the
stator are of the same polarity and this reauc

the stator are
convert the leakage around

open end flux path loss. To conve

. i -=» non-excited laminated pole piece is used
-the end coil a non exciwu

. _ Tnis
5 —rm,: n —— —converts the flux into

previously
discs To further reduce losses.

Toned the rotor shaft should be made of a non-
mentioned, the rot

aust:enitic stainless
ferromagnetic material sucn a

10 steel with a relative permittivity of about 03 ^
Figure 4 shows the pole pieces zo to

to oppose* stator supports 60, 61. Each support 60 61

has apertures into which the pole ™
supports are clamped ^^J^n^C^X

15 windings. The supports are mad o a»u g

ana are each provided with » 1

«^J_
2^d pole pieces

next to the opening between the non excit

20
'
"

' Figure 5 shows a perspective view of a rotor

20 M . The rotor has two rotor discs 66 66 made

Tagnetioallv payable cast steel. Kach »

inner surface faced with a circular sheet of coppe

.

68 and a shaft 69 extending through and beyon cuter

stator shown in Figure *

faces of the discs. In use *°
fi9 exte„ding

25 is received between the discs wim

through the slots 62, 63. tuo
The rotor 70 in Figure 6 has a shait

„•.,,-= 72 73 m this embodiment, rather
spaced rotor discs "-J

3
" ^ „ conductive

than having the discs 72, 73 prov

30 layer as described in relation to Figure 5 the di

provided with rotor windings ^-^^ bars 76

an outer shorting rings 74. 73. ^ ^
extend between the ^5. the

may extend radially ^J^^L. «rque pulsations in

35 hars are sKewe,i as shown ^ ^ discs

USe. The bars and^ rings y ^ ^ is

and need not necessarily oe

configured in this way.
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Figure 7 shows one way in which the stator of

the invention may be wound- In this figure, the stator

has two non excited poles 80, 81. The remaining poles 82

to 96 are excited with respective ones of the phase

5 currents A, B or C in the manner illustrated*

Figure 8 shows one way in which the stator of

the invention may be wound . In this figure, the stator

has two non excited poles 100 , 101* The remaining poles

102 to 116 are excited with distributed windings supplied

10 with current from phases A, B and C.

Figures 9 and 10 are useful in understanding

how the motor of the invention is employed in a railway

bogie. Although Figure 9 is a side elevational view of a

bogie which has the motor 120 mounted between two

15 transversely spaced bogie frame members, the motor is

shown in dark outline to indicate its position relative

to the bogie. Normally the motor would be obscured from

view by one of the transverse frame members*

The motor 120 is positioned such that the slots

20 in the stator and the gap between the poles near the

slots is uppermost* The motor 120 is supported and

mounted to the bogie by a support frame 121 and support

beams 122. Part of the frame 121 has been removed for

the sake of clarity. That part normally extends above

25 the motor and has a keeper secured to a portion of the

stator adjacent the slots in the stator

.

The rotor shaft 123 and the rotor discs are

clearly visible in Figure 10. Opposite ends of the shaft

123 are supported in bearings 124. Gearboxes 125 are

30 secured to opposite sides of the bogie and consist of a

primary drive gear 126 on the rotor shaft, an

intermediate drive gear 127 supported by the gearbox and

a final gear/cardon quill shaft 128.

If it proves necessary to remove the stator

35 from the bogie the following steps are necessary. The

stator is supported from below and the lateral support

beams 122 and the support frame and keeper 129 are

disconnected from the stator. The stator may then be
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lowered and removed. The rotor remains in position

relative to the bogie and need not be disconnected from

the gearbox or bearings*

If it proves necessary to remove the rotor then

5 the rotor needs to be decoupled from the bearings and

gearbox and separated from the bogie. The stator is able

to .remain securely coupled to the bogie and does not need

to be disturbed.

The diameter of the rotor discs is preferably

10 chosen to be greater than the diameter about which the

poles on the stator are located* In this way the discs

extend past the stator pole radius. This allows the

induced loop currents of the rotor to return outside the

main stator magnetic flux* Therefore with such a

15 configuration there is a reduction in the development of

counter motive forces between the rotor and the stator.

A similar effect is also possible where, rather

than the discs having conductive faces, they are provided

with conductive shorting rings and conductive bars

20 extending between the rings . With such a construction

the rings should be outside the radius of the poles.

The OSAF motor is of a relatively simple

construction. The rotor and stator .an be changed and

handled separately in its example application with a

25 railway bogie* If stator failure occurs, the rotor and

associated drive gear train do not need to be disturbed

during stator change-over or stator individual coil

replacements. A motor constructed in accordance with the

present invention has a lower running speed than a design

30 having more poles for a similar volume. The motor has a

field rotation (rpm) of

2 x suyplu freqaencu x 60
N

35 where N * number of stator three phase coil/pole groups

in an imaginary full stator annulus (i.e. as if

the motor were a full axial flux stator.

The torque developed by the motor of the

invention is developed at a larger force radius to
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compensate for lower operating speeds . The lower

operating speeds place less constraints on the bearings

and drive gear train and this allows for a simpler design

for the bearings and gear train. Since there is no need

5 for stationary back iron in the stator it is almost

impossible to have a phase to earth failure and because

less material is employed in the construction of the

motor a weight saving is possible. For a salient pole

stator winding design (as opposed to a distributing
10 winding design) it is almost impossible to have phase to

phase failures because each phase is physically

separated.

The stator of the motor according to the

invention requires no stationary back iron and this

15 reduces losses.
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10

15

20

25

30

An open Sta« axial flux electric motor

deluding: ^ ^ spaced ±ns ti

.,„ . .lot extending from a periphery of each

:rr:z -n r^r .

o poles w
P

ith pole pieces extend between 1*. supports

and secured hereto, the pole pieces being -ad. of

etiMllv permeable material and arranged along a
magnetically permea

stator having
circular path around the supports, the s

a1th„ distributed windings or salient phase po
either distnmi ^ pieces
windings associated with at least so

1th !n opening between adjacent pole pieces in the

region of the slots in the supports;

a rotor having a shaft locatable in and

extending through the slots and extending :
righi

:

angles

to the support,, two spaced rotor discs on the ^ft w

ma netlLr Pirelhle material and ha^
,

-

r/r ^.--r^r-^r— ~~
Tndingsthe shaft being supported for rotation relative

to the rotor.
electric motor of

o The open stator axiax j-j-

• rotor is made from a non-magnetxcelly
Claim 1 wherein the rotor is

permeable material.
electric motor of

3 The open stator axial flux electr

u . ,hP shaft is made from austenitic
Claim 2 wherein the snax^.

stainless steel ^ ^ ^
claim 1 wherein an inner face of each of the discs has

1 er of ^^111;°^ flux elec«ic motor of

claim 4 whe

h

;ein

OP
the layer of copper is between 1 to 6 mm

35

thick

.

+.0-I-OT- axial flux electric motor of

6 . The open stator axial £1
provided by a

Claim 1 wherein the conductive paths are p
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radially inner and a radially outer conductive shorting

rings with substantially radially extending conductive
bars extending between the shorting rings,

7„ The open stator axial flux electric motor of
5 Claim 6 wherein the radially extending bars are skewed

slightly relative to a radial direction on the discs to

thereby reduce torque pulsation when the motor is

operating.

8. The open stator axial flux electric motor of

10 Claim 1 having an uneven number of pole phase groups.

9. The open stator axial flux electric motor of

Claim 8 having at least three pole phase groups.

10. The open stator axial flux motor of Claim 1

wherein there are at least six said poles made of a
15 magnetically permeable material.

11. The open stator axial flux motor of Claim 10

wherein the pole pieces are wedge shaped and made of a

plurality of pieces laminated to one another.

12. The open stator axial flux motor of Claim 11

20 wherein the poles are made of laminated silicon steel.

13. The open stator axial flux motor of Claim 1

wherein the poles immediately adjacent the opening in the

stator are unexcited.

14. The open stator axial flux motor of Claim 13

25 having windings for exciting the poles being present in a

number being a multiple of three.

15. The open stator axial flux motor of Claim 1

with the stator having six poles with four phase groups.

16. The open stator axial flux motor of Claim 15

30 with the stator having seven poles with five phase

groups

.

17. The open stator axial flux motor of Claim 1

having an odd number of poles with the poles adjacent the

slot in the stator being unexcited.

35 18. The open stator axial flux motor of Claim 11

wherein the pole pieces are longer than the height of the

windings such that the pieces extend beyond the windings.
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